The present study examined whether the same brain region mediates visual-perceptual repetition priming and a familiarity component of visual recognition memory. In two experiments, familiarity-based recognition was measured in an individual (M.S.) with impaired visual repetition priming due to a lesion of right occipital cortex. In both experiments, M.S. demonstrated intact recognition familiarity despite his visual nondeclarative memory impairment. These results converge with other behavioral results to indicate that recognition familiarity does not depend on the same memory system that mediates perceptual priming.
INTRODUCTION
Research on human memory demonstrates that there are multiple forms of long-term memory, each supported by distinct processes and neuroanatomic substrates (Cohen and Squire, 1980; Gabrieli, 1998; Graf and Schacter, 1985; Squire, 1992; Tulving and Schacter, 1990) . One form of long-term memory is explicit or declarative memory. Declarative memory mediates the learning and remembrance of new events and facts (Cohen and Squire, 1980; Gabrieli, Cohen and Corkin, 1988; Graf and Schacter, 1985; Squire, 1992) , and is often assessed using direct tests of memory that make reference to the original learning experience and that require conscious recollection of an aspect of the experience. Declarative memory supports recognition, the ability to determine whether a test stimulus was previously encountered in a particular spatial and temporal learning context. Other forms of long-term memory have been collectively referred to as implicit or nondeclarative memory (Graf and Schacter, 1985; Squire, 1992) . Nondeclarative memory consists of experience-induced changes in many distinct systems, including perceptual systems that play a significant role in the identification of words and objects (Schacter and Tulving, 1994; Squire, 1992) . These forms of memory are often assessed using tests that do not make direct reference to the study experience and do not require conscious recollection of the experience. Rather, memory is measured indirectly as a change in test-phase
